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Propositions	  for	  the	  dissertation	  titled	  
Interrupted-­speech	  perception	  defended	  by	  Pranesh	  Bhargava	  	  on	  26th	  September	  2016	  at	  University	  of	  Groningen	  	  	  1.	   The	   bottom-­‐up	   disruption	   in	   audibility	   hampers	   the	   top-­‐down	  restoration	  of	  the	  interrupted	  speech.	  (This	  thesis)	  	  2.	   Against	   expectations	   based	   on	   simulations,	   cochlear	   implant	   (CI)	  users	   can	   effectively	   use	   the	   top-­‐down	   restoration	   mechanisms.	  However,	  due	  to	  certain	  factors	  that	  may	  themselves	  vary	  among	  the	  CI	  users,	   the	   nature	   and/or	   extent	   of	   the	   working	   of	   these	  mechanisms	  may	   be	   different	   in	   CI	   users	   than	   in	   normal	   hearing	   (NH)	   listeners.	  (This	  thesis)	  	  3.	   In	   order	   to	   help	   CI	   users	   in	   understanding	   speech	   in	   noise,	   it	   is	  needed	   to	   better	   understand	  what	   the	   appropriate	   auditory	   cues	   are	  whose	   obliteration	   causes	   the	   failure	   of	   the	   application	   of	   top-­‐down	  mechanisms	  in	  CI	  users.	  (This	  thesis)	  	  4.	  Since	  CI	  users	  may	  rely	  on	  different	  auditory	  cues	  than	  NH	  listeners,	  it	  is	  important	  to	  use	  many	  experimental	  conditions	  and	  parameters	  in	  order	   to	   capture	   a	   comprehensive	   picture	   of	   the	   performance	   of	   CI	  users.	  (This	  thesis)	  	  5.	   I	   recommend	   that	   in	   studies	   comparing	   the	   performance	   of	   two	  different	   types	   of	   listener	   groups,	   e.g.	   NH	   listeners	   and	   hearing	  impaired	  or	  NH	  and	  CI	  users,	  ages	  should	  be	  matched	  across	  the	  groups	  to	  minimize	  aging	  as	  a	  confounding	  factor.	  (This	  thesis)	  	  6.	  I	  recommend	  that	  when	  comparing	  the	  performance	  of	  real	  CI	  users	  and	   vocoded-­‐speech	   listeners,	   the	  baseline	   scores	  may	  be	  matched	   in	  order	   to	   see	   the	   effect	   of	   a	   factor	   (e.g.	   limited	   spectral	   resolution)	   on	  the	  tested	  parameter	  (e.g.	  interrupted-­‐speech	  perception).	  (This	  thesis)	  	  7.	  Although	  central	   cognitive	   factors	   related	   to	  detecting	  gaps	  may	  be	  intact	   in	   CI	   users,	   peripheral	   factors	   may	   affect	   the	   performance	   in	  temporal	  resolution	  tasks.	  (This	  thesis)	  	  8.	   Your	   life	   partner	   is	   the	   best	   hearing	   aid	   you	   can	   get.	   (A	   CI	  participant)	  	  9.	  Eindelijk	  is	  het	  licht	  en	  warm.	  (Pranesh	  Bhargava)	  
